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Abstract—Industrial communication systems provide deter-
ministic and reliable communication between various industrial
components. In the past several decades, different communi-
cation technologies (Fieldbus, Real-Time Ethernet (RTE)) were
used to achieve such determinism. Recently, Time-Sensitive
Networking (TSN) is being utilized in industrial environments
to support end-to-end low latency deterministic communication
by providing mechanisms for accurate time synchronization,
traffic scheduling/shaping, and reliability. With many use cases
requiring portability and seamless mobility, such features are
being developed for wireless networks as well, expanding the
time-sensitive communication to the wireless domain. Wireless
TSN’s aim is to provide wired TSN-like features, achieving wired-
wireless interoperability and flattening the automation system
pyramid. In this paper, we present an integration between the
wireless TSN and PROFINET. We show that the safety-related
applications can be supported seamlessly, providing deterministic
communication and reliability under best-effort traffic load in
the wireless network. The solution is evaluated in terms of the
achieved end-to-end latency and the probability of failure per
hour of the fail-safe communication. It is shown that by using
wireless time-sensitive networking with dedicated time slots per
traffic flow a safety integrity level up to grade 4 can be achieved.

Index Terms—Wireless time-sensitive networking, PROFINET,
fail-safe, safety-related, PROFIsafe

I. INTRODUCTION

Industrial communication networks are a vital point in

industrial operation providing reliable communication between

industrial processes, machines, and workers. Such communi-

cation needs to foster flexibility, and achieve sustainability

and customization opportunities. As such, industrial commu-

nication networks should support the tight requirements of

industrial applications offering accurate time synchronization,

real-time communication, low latency, and jitter as well as

high-reliability [1]. Over the past decades, several communica-

tion technologies (Fieldbuses, real-time Ethernet (RTE)) were

used to support determinism for wired industrial networks.

Similarly, several technologies (WirelessHART, ISA 100.11A)

are used in the wireless network domain, which are not

interoperable with the wired technologies or with each other.

In the last decade, time-sensitive networking (TSN) has

become popular in industrial environments for its ability to

support deterministic communication over Ethernet networks.

TSN is a set of standards defined by the IEEE 802.1 TSN

task group covering accurate time synchronization [2], traffic

scheduling [3], frame preemption [4], frame replication [5] and

network management [6]. Additionally, recent developments

in the research community are bringing TSN to the wireless

domain, integrating it with 5G networks [7] or WiFi [8],

offering end-to-end wired-wireless time-sensitive networking.

One set of critical applications in industrial environments

is safety-related applications. As such, a system to support

safety-related applications needs to implement fail-safe func-

tions. Fail-safe functions are system design characteristics that

avoid any harmful or minimal damages to industrial machines,

workers, and/or environment in case of system failure [9].

There are different ways to deal with system safety, such as

providing redundancy (network redundancy, controller redun-

dancy, etc.), fault-tolerance (reduced throughput or increased

latency at certain levels), or contingency plans.

Several protocols have been developed to support fail-safe

features like: PROFIsafe [10], openSAFETY [11], OPC UA

safety [12] etc. The main characteristic of all these protocols

is that they consider the communication network as a black

box and do not rely on any support from the network. With the

latest developments in TSN and Wireless-TSN (W-TSN), in-

tegration feasibility between such networks and safety-related

applications should be proved.

In order to bring wireless flexibility for safety-related appli-

cations, the network should support a degree of determinism

as well. Moreover, integration and interoperability between the

industrial Ethernet network and wireless counterpart need to

happen, which currently is missing. In this paper, we show (i)

how safety-related applications can be integrated with a W-

TSN setup, (ii) integration between PROFINET and W-TSN

(iii) and feasibility of supporting safety-related over W-TSN.

The paper is organized as follows. In section II we discuss

the related works. Section III gives a technical background to
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wireless TSN and the PROFINET protocol, both being used

to support the safety-related application covered in this paper.

Section IV details more the design of the PROFINET packet

encapsulation in the wireless channel and traffic classification.

Section V shows the evaluation of the communication in terms

of achieved latencies and safety integrity level for different

scheduling strategies, while section VI concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Several studies have been published regarding safety-related

applications and their usage over wired TSNs as well as

wireless networks. To the best of the knowledge of the authors,

this paper shows for the first time the integration between the

safety-related applications and a W-TSN.

In [13] authors show the feasibility of running openSafety

applications on top of wired TSN and their performance.

By configuring the TSN schedules of the measurement setup

based on the openSafety application requirements, the time

in the fail-safe state becomes zero. In [14] authors evaluate

different implementations of OPC UA in terms of CPU usage,

task execution time, and the power consumption for Industrial

Internet of Things (IIoT) use cases. In [15] authors analyze

the features of different protocols (AMPQ, MQTT, CoAP) in

relation to safety-critical application support.

In [16] authors study the performance of openSafety over

IEEE 802.11 wireless networks for both UDP and TCP proto-

cols. While for clear channel usage the functional safety ap-

plication can perform pretty well, under interference the time

in a safe state can go up to 380 s in one hour for a stringent

application with a cycle time of 5 ms [16]. Similarly, authors

in [17] assess the feasibility of using WiFi for supporting Fail-

Safe EtherCAT (FSoE) protocol. In a controllable wireless

setup (communication happening via the coaxial cables) they

evaluate the FSoE performance in terms of packet loss and

the polling time statistics. It is shown that by decreasing

the received power level the polling time is increased as

well as packet losses. In [18] authors present an integration

method between PROFIsafe and WirelessHART. Further, in

[19] authors evaluate the feasibility of such integration. They

analyze the round-trip time and bit-error rate of safety-critical

communication and show that under certain conditions (e.g.

high noise in the wireless channel) safety-critical certification

requirements are not fulfilled. In [20] authors propose a safety

architecture for low-latency industrial sensor networks based

on IO-Link wireless networks.

In [21] authors present a methodology to characterize the

safety capabilities of a wireless redundant system. To improve

availability and reduce the failure probability a voting system

based on a combination of filtering and cross-checking tech-

nique is proposed. Similarly in [22] authors present a method-

ology to characterize the deep fading impact on wireless links

in regards to the ability to support safety functions.

Contrary to using the wireless communication (being it

IEEE 802.11 in [16] or WirelessHART in [18], [19] or IO-

Link [20]) as is, the presented work uses W-TSN to show the

feasibility of supporting certain safety integrity levels (SIL).

III. BACKGROUND

This section provides a short background on technologies

to make it easier for the reader to navigate through the content

of the paper.

A. Wireless Time-Sensitive Networking

As described in section I, TSN is a set of different standards

that defines various network functionalities and features to

support deterministic communication. The most basic set of

TSN functionalities includes accurate time synchronization,

traffic scheduling, and traffic classification mechanism.

End-to-end time synchronization of the network can be

achieved using the Precise Time Protocol (PTP) [2] that has

been extended to the wireless network as well [23]. Time

synchronization is based on two-way exchanges of synchro-

nization packets between the time master and its slaves. The

time master will propagate Sync packets that are followed

by FollowUp packets for accurate time-stamping of the time

when the Sync packet was transmitted. The other two packet

exchanges, DelayReq and DelayResp, are exchanged between

the slave and the master to account for the transmission delays

in the link.

Traffic scheduling is the second enabler for deterministic

communication. Time-Aware Shaper (TAS) [3] deals with

traffic scheduling in TSN, where each traffic class will get

a portion of time to use the transmission medium. Such a

mechanism is designed to separate certain time-critical traffic

flows from other best-effort (non-time-critical) traffic flows in

the network, by assigning dedicated time slots (TS) for it,

ensuring fast channel access. As such, time is divided into

communication cycles, while cycles are divided further into

time slots. Each communication port in the network will have

a certain number of physical queues to which a certain TS is

assigned. Communication TS inside a cycle can be dedicated

to a single queue or shared between different queues. In the

latter case, the queue with higher priority will get the chance

to transmit first. All the timing inside the cycle is managed by

Gate Control List (GCL) that opens/closes queues at certain

times. Such a gating system is shown in Figure 1.

To achieve traffic shaping, traffic flows need to be classified

and be directed to certain queues based on their identifiers.

Such identifiers include VLAN tag IDs inside the layer 2

packet header, or Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP)

values from layer 3 header when IP packets are used. For

certain packet to be queued on certain hardware queue, a

mapping between such values (VLAN ID or DSCP value) to

the queue ID needs to happen. Usually there are far more

classification IDs available than queues. Hence, a number of

traffic flows will end up sharing the same queue.

B. PROFINET and PROFIsafe

PROFINET is an industrial Ethernet-based standard defined

by IEC 61158 and IEC 61784 that supports all requirements

for automation technology [24]. PROFINET is fully com-

patible with Ethernet communication at the physical layer.

PROFINET defines the following device groups: PROFINET
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Fig. 1: Gating system for traffic scheduling in W-TSN

controllers (Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs), Dis-

tributed Control Systems (DCS), or Programmable Automa-

tion Controllers (PAC)), PROFINET devices (I/O blocks,

drivers, process instruments, etc.) and PROFINET supervisors.

PROFINET devices are stand-alone devices that communicate

directly with their controllers. They transmit real-time (cycli-

cally) data to the controller in addition to certain alarm data.

On the other hand, PROFINET controllers aggregate all the

real-time data received by the devices as well as collect the

information regarding the alarms and maintenance status of

the devices. PROFINET supervisors are similar to controllers,

with the exception that they are not part of the network daily

and they do not access real-time data from devices. They

can be used only to read diagnostics data from devices when

needed and to configure them [24].

Based on the application requirements, if the data needs to

be delivered immediately or when the communication needs

to be fail-safe, PROFINET supports different communication

channels that differ in the number of OSI stack layers they

employ. The non-real-time communication channel employs

the full UDP/IP stack with PROFINET running at the appli-

cation layer, whereas the real-time and isochronous real-time

communication channel supports the PROFINET communica-

tion on top of the Ethernet layer as shown in Figure 2. Each

device can use one or multiple communication channels at the

same time. Based on this, three different device conformance

classes (CC) are defined [25]. Devices of CC A support cyclic

real-time communication, alarms, and topology information

sharing using Link Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP). Devices

of CC B, in addition, support network diagnostics sharing via

SNMP protocol over IP, while CC C devices support also

bandwidth reservation and time synchronization.

PROFINET transfers data transparently, thus the end devices

must interpret data in their user programs. As such, applica-

tion profiles are determined by specifying certain properties,

performance characteristics and device behavior [26]. One of

the general application profiles is PROFIsafe which imple-

Fig. 2: PROFINET communication channels.

Fig. 3: Safe Protocol Data Unit (SPDU) format

ments the fail-safe functions to reliably protect a system from

harmful and hazardous operation [10]. The fail-safe messages

(F-message) are exchanged between the F-host and F-device

as a payload of a PROFINET frame. A safe protocol data unit

(SPDU) is composed of F-Input/output data field (from 1 to

123 bytes maximum), the status/control byte (depending on

if the SPDU is sent by F-host or F-device), and the CRC as

shown in Figure 3. In addition to the CRC check, to ensure

the safety of exchanged information, PROFIsafe includes a

monitoring number generator. Such number generators are

synchronized via the control/status byte. Further, the protocol

foresees a watchdog time for each message exchange and

a unique identifier (F-address) that is used to initialize the

monitoring number generator seed for each connection [10].

C. Functional safety

Each industrial system must comply with a certain level of

safety in order to prevent undesired interruptions in operation

and hazardous operation. As such functional safety mecha-

nisms need to be part of each industrial system, considering

failure probability of individual parts of the system and min-

imizing the overall failure rate. A safety function maintains

and/or achieves a safety state of the system once part of it

fails. The functional safety mechanism needs to comply to the

international safety standard defined by IEC 61508 [9].

Modern safety standards specify the safety integrity levels

(SILs) based on the likelihood of a safety system performing

the required function satisfactorily within a given time period

[27]. The SIL is described as a discrete level (1 to 4) that

specifies the integrity of safety function. The higher the SIL,

the lower the failure probability of the safety system. SILs

depend on the type of the system used, either being on

high demand or low demand mode. For high demand mode



TABLE I: Safety integrity levels (SILs) and their probability

of failure.

SIL Low demand system High demand system

4 10
−4 to 10

−5
10

−8 to 10
−9

3 10
−3 to 10

−4
10

−7 to 10
−8

2 10
−2 to 10

−3
10

−6 to 10
−7

1 10
−1 to 10

−2
10

−5 to 10
−6

operation SIL is based on the probability of dangerous failure

per hour, while for low demand mode SIL is based on the

average probability of failure on demand. The SILs and their

probability of failures for both systems are given in Table I.

Thus, if certain system will have a probability of failure per

hour (PFH) of 10−4 but requires SIL 4 for continuous system,

the difference must be achieved by implementing functional

safety mechanisms in the system.

IV. INTEGRATION BETWEEN W-TSN AND PROFINET

To support the transmission of PROFINET traffic via wire-

less TSN, we made use of imec’s W-TSN evaluation kit,

which has been built on top of openwifi [28], the first open-

source Wi-Fi implementation. For achieving accurate time

synchronization in the wireless domain, PTP over wireless is

used [23], while for the scheduling a gated system similar

to IEEE 802.1Qbv is used in the wireless end devices and

the access point. In addition to the internal openwifi hardware

queues, the gated system also considers the shared medium

characteristic of the wireless channel. This means that when

a dedicated TS is given to a queue in one node, all the other

queues in the same node as well as in other nodes are closed.

As such dedicated and fast channel access is ensured for the

sensitive traffic flows.

Next to enabling W-TSN between the wireless end devices

and access point, the traffic needs to be bridged from the

wired network domain (PROFINET) towards the wireless

network domain, to be real-time monitored [29] and to be

classified accordingly. We followed three main criteria for the

integration. (i) The wireless TSN domain needs to behave like

a layer two bridge for the TSN traffic. (ii) The traffic flows

will be classified based on the layer two VLAN tags similar

to what is followed in wired TSN. (iii) The traffic flows still

need to be monitorable even in the layer two W-TSN bridge

using in-band network telemetry [30]

A. Encapsulation in the wireless network domain

The wireless network domain can behave like a layer three

routed network or like a layer two bridged network. In the

former case, the PROFINET packet needs to be encapsulated

in an IP packet just to be transferred in the W-TSN domain.

Moreover, bookkeeping of mappings between the PROFINET

devices served by a single wireless node needs to happen,

which will increase the processing times of the packet in

the wireless nodes. And lastly, it will break the layer two

communication aspect required by the PROFINET real-time

and isochronous channel. In the latter case, faster processing

is ensured and the layer two communication is not broken even

for PROFINET real-time communication.

When multiple end devices use a single wireless device

to connect to the wireless network, then, according to the

IEEE 802.11 standard, a 4-address tuple needs to be used

where the source/destination and transmitter/receiver layer two

addresses are specified in the packet. Another possibility is

if the packet is already encapsulated in another layer two

header that contemplates the layer two addresses of the devices

in W-TSN domain. The Provide Backbone Bridge (PBB)

specification, IEEE 802.1ah, [31] is used since a long time

as a layer two encapsulation method that avoids the need for

the network to learn all the MAC addresses of all the devices

that are connected via it. In this case, the network only needs

to learn the MAC addresses of the edges of the network.

In Figure 4, the packet format of the encapsulated

PROFINET packet before it gets transmitted over the wireless

channel is shown. The encapsulated packet is composed of

the inner Ethernet header (the original header added by the

PROFINET device) and the outer Ethernet header (added by

the wireless device). The B-DA is the bridge destination MAC

address, B-SA is the bridge source MAC address, the B-TAG

is the VLAN tag of the outer Ethernet header, the C-DA is the

PROFINET device destination MAC address, the C-SA is the

PROFINET device source MAC address and the C-TAG is the

VLAN tag of the inner Ethernet header. When transmitted over

the air the outer Ethernet header will be used to form the layer

two IEEE 802.11 header, while the encapsulated PROFINET

packet will remain untouched.

B. Traffic classification

Traffic classification is important for scheduling in every

TSN network. In our implemented W-TSN, the traffic classi-

fication can be done either by DSCP value of the IP header

or by the VLAN tag.

In order to maintain the traffic priority set by PROFINET,

the VLAN tag of the inner Ethernet header is mapped to

the VLAN tag of the outer Ethernet header. For cases when

traffic flows originating from a PROFINET device use the

IP protocol, the encapsulation logic in the wireless device

will map the DSCP value to the VLAN tag of the outer

Ethernet header. As such, the wireless end device will only

parse the VLAN tag of the outer header (B-TAG) to determine

classification of the traffic flow.

V. RESULTS

This section presents the obtained results in a dedicated W-

TSN setup using two different traffic scheduling strategies.

A. Evaluation setup

The W-TSN of the evaluation setup is composed of one

access point and two wireless clients. All wireless nodes run

the openwifi implementation of WiFi chip, extended with time

synchronization [23] and traffic scheduling capabilities [8].

The PROFIsafe application runs in two PROFINET devices

(Siemens Simatic S7-1200 PLC devices), one of them being



Fig. 4: IEEE 802.1ah packet format as seen before it gets

transmitted over the air.

Fig. 5: Evaluation setup.

the PLC and the other the end device. The evaluation setup is

shown in Figure 5. The PROFINET devices are connected to

the wireless end devices, while the communication between

them is enabled via the W-TSN.

The PROFIsafe application example parameters are given

in Table II. The WD time is always set twice the cycle time.

This means that if one F-message is missed or delayed for

more than one cycle, the application will enter the safe state. A

possible F-safe traffic application could be to control openings

of gates of a fenced industrial yard where a crane is operating.

For each test, we create a dedicated schedule for the fail-

safe traffic, while the background traffic is assigned its own

schedule. To maintain the timing requirements of the fail-safe

traffic the scheduling is adjusted accordingly. The schedule

cycle time is set to half of the F-safe application cycle

time. This will ensure that there are sufficient transmission

TSs in the schedule to transmit all the F-safe traffic. The

schedule organization is shown in Figure 6. The F-safe traffic

is scheduled in queue 4. Each PROFIsafe node will send F-

messages to the other node periodically. For that, each queue

4 TS at the wireless client-side is followed by the AP queue 4

TS. As such, the transmission of the F-messages from the

wireless client to AP and from AP to the other wireless

client is not delayed. Queue 1 is used for PTP traffic and

other IEEE 802.11 control and management traffic. In this

TABLE II: PROFIsafe application parameters

Test ID Cycle time [ms] WD Time [ms]

1 32 64

2 16 32

3 8 16

Fig. 6: Schedule organization. Time slot (TS) length from the

set {256,512,1024} µs with respective cycle length from the

set {4.096,8.192,16.384} ms.

case, the client TSs are followed immediately by a longer

AP TS as the AP needs to respond to both clients. The

background traffic is scheduled in queue 3. As it is UDP

traffic it will be uni-directional from client to client and the

client transmission opportunities are scheduled before the AP

transmission opportunities. TS lengths are 256,512,1024 µs

with respective cycle length of 4.096,8.192,16.384 ms, for test

IDs 1,2 and 3, respectively (Table II).

Each test includes a set of measurements done under back-

ground traffic scheduled in dedicated and shared time slots

with the F-safe traffic. The load of the background traffic is

introduced based on the physical data rate used and the amount

of time assigned during one cycle for the background traffic.

This was chosen in order not to have buffer overflows due

to a mismatch between the capacity of the physical layer to

transmit the packets and the generated load in the application

layer. As seen from Figure 6, the time portion during one cycle

assigned to background traffic is 1/16, independent of the TS

length. Since the data rate used was fixed at 26 Mbps, the data

rate at the application layer was set no higher than 1.6 Mbps.

The other measurement parameters are given in Table III.

B. Dedicated time slot (TS) scenario

In order to ensure the PROFIsafe communication between

PLC devices, dedicated TSs are assigned for such com-

munication. Similarly, the background traffic is assigned to

dedicated TSs in order not to impact the PROFIsafe traffic.

In Figure 7 the results for the end-to-end latency of all

the three measurement cases are shown. For the PROFIsafe

traffic we disable layer two re-transmission, as in case of a

TABLE III: Measurement parameters

Parameter Value

Center frequency 5170 MHz

Bandwidth 20 MHz

Data rate 26 Mbps

Time Slot (TS) length [256,512,1024] µs

Schedule cycle length [4.096,8.192,16.384] ms

Measurement time 1 h

Background traffic UDP with 2Mbps



TABLE IV: Achieved PFH for dedicated time slot (TS)

scenario

Test ID Achieved PFH SIL

1 70 ∗ 10
−6 SIL 2 (HD); SIL 4 (LD)

2 30 ∗ 10
−6 SIL 2 (HD); SIL 4 (LD)

3 89 ∗ 10
−7 SIL 2 (HD); SIL 4 (LD)

re-transmission the re-transmitted packet will be transmitted

following a randomized back-off breaking the deterministic

communication. As such the packet will either be received on

the first try or will be declared lost.

Based on the determined schedule cycle length it is observed

that in none of the cases the end-to-end latency passes the

threshold of the watchdog time of the PROFIsafe, except in a

single case in Figure 7c. For test cases 1 and 2, the end-to-end

latency is bounded by the schedule cycle length, i.e. 99% of

the end-to-end latency is lower than 16.5 ms, and lower than

8.5 ms, respectively (Figures 7d, 7e). In the third case (Figures

7c, 7f) due to short TSs imposed for the transmission, it might

happen that the background traffic transmitted from the other

neighbour queue (queue 3) can cross the boundary of its TS.

In such a case, the PROFIsafe traffic will be delayed until

the TS in the subsequent scheduling cycle, increasing thus the

end-to-end latency. In this case, the end-to-end latency in 99%

of the cases was smaller than 8.6 ms, twice the cycle length.

As explained, all the PROFIsafe packets are received within

the time boundaries. In order to determine the supported SIL

by our system, we compare the counters of the received F-

messages in order to determine the packet loss as well as

the percentage of time the system entered the safe state. The

probability of failures per hour are shown in Table IV. W-TSN

based on dedicated time-slots for fail-safe traffic can support a

SIL of two for a high demand system, wile for a low demand

system it can reach the highest SIL of 4.

C. Shared time slot (TS) scenario

In normal IEEE 802.11 operation there is no scheduling

system to dedicate TSs to certain traffic flows. All the traffic

flows and different nodes will share the channel by competing

between each other based on CSMA-CA mechanism. Sim-

ilarly, in case when the TSs are shared between different

devices and different traffic flows, all of them will compete

to access the channel.

In this scenario both PROFIsafe traffic and the background

traffic share the same TSs, increasing thus the channel access

competition. In Figure 8 the results of end-to-end latency and

its cumulative distribution function (CDF) of all the three

measurement cases are shown.

Normally the end to end latency should be based on

the schedule cycle length. However, in many cases, due to

competition between traffic flows the PROFIsafe link breaks,

entering the safe state. This is also noticeable in the end-to-

end latency graph (i.e. discontinuities in the graph in Figure

8a around time 13:15 and in Figure 8c between 14:17 to

TABLE V: Achieved PFH under shared time slot (TS) condi-

tion

Test ID Achieved PFH SIL

1 6 ∗ 10
−3 NP ∗ (HD); SIL 3 (LD)

2 16 ∗ 10
−1 NP ∗ (HD); NP ∗ (LD)

3 23 ∗ 10
−1 NP ∗ (HD); NP ∗ (LD)

∗Not possible to reach any of the SILs

14:20). Compared to test 1, in test 2 and 3 the TS length was

shorter (512 and 256, respectively) increasing thus the traffic

competition. In case of test 1, the system enters the safe state

in ∼ 10
−3, while the latency in 99% of the cases is smaller

than 16.5 ms (Figure 8d). As such, for test ID 1 in this scenario

a SIL of 3 can be provided for low demand systems, while

no SIL guaranties can be provide for high demand systems.

For other test measurements, none of the SILs can be provided

neither for high demand systems nor for low demand systems.

This is due to the long time that the system enters in safe

state, that can go up to several seconds in the row. Table V

summarize such findings.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we showed how PROFINET (as one of the

widely used RTEs) is integrated with a wireless time-sensitive

network (W-TSN) in order to provide certain safety integrity

levels and deterministic communication latency for safety-

related applications. Integration between W-TSN (based on

openwifi software defined radio platform) and PROFINET is

achieved by providing layer two bridging over wireless links.

This is realized by encapsulating the layer two PROFINET

packets in IEEE 802.1ah packets in order to support transpar-

ent transmission of such traffic over the air. Then the traffic

classification is based on the VLAN ID of the outer Ethernet

header of the IEEE 802.1ah header.

Such integration is validated with the ability to support

safety-related application on top of a wireless time-sensitive

network. A setup with one PLC and one end device connected

to the wireless clients, that communicate between each other

via an AP, was used for evaluating the integration. The

PROFIsafe profile with three different cycle times (8, 16,

32 ms) was used with a watchdog time of twice the cycle

time. Two test scenarios covered the dedicated TSs per safety-

related traffic and shared TS between safety-related traffic and

background traffic. It was shown that the safety integrity level

of grade 4 could be achieved under the dedicated TS scenario.

For shared TS scenario the SIL of grade 3 was achieved only

for the case where the cycle time was set at 32 ms. For

other cases the integrity level could not be ensured by the

communication system.

Currently part of end-to-end latency is a result of mismatch

between the traffic generation time and the applied schedule.

Future work on alignment of traffic generation time with the

applied schedule via an application network interface would

improve the latency. Using only time access for scheduling

has its scalability limits. With OFDMA as inherit part of the
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(f) End-to-end latency CDF for schedule cycle of 4ms

Fig. 7: End-to-end latency and its CDF for each measurement case using dedicated time slot (TS).

latest WiFi standard (802.11ax) scalability can be improved

by employing scheduling in frequency as well.
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